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Mitochondrial calcium uniporter deletion prevents
painful diabetic neuropathy by restoring
mitochondrial morphology and dynamics
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Abstract
Painful diabetic neuropathy (PDN) is an intractable complication affecting 25% of diabetic patients. Painful diabetic neuropathy is
characterized by neuropathic pain accompanied by dorsal root ganglion (DRG) nociceptor hyperexcitability, resulting in calcium
overload, axonal degeneration, and loss of cutaneous innervation. The molecular pathways underlying these effects are unknown.
Using high-throughput and deep-proteome profiling, we found that mitochondrial fission proteins were elevated in DRG neurons
from mice with PDN induced by a high-fat diet (HFD). In vivo calcium imaging revealed increased calcium signaling in DRG
nociceptors from mice with PDN. Furthermore, using electron microscopy, we showed that mitochondria in DRG nociceptors had
fragmented morphology as early as 2 weeks after starting HFD, preceding the onset of mechanical allodynia and small-fiber
degeneration. Moreover, preventing calcium entry into the mitochondria, by selectively deleting the mitochondrial calcium uniporter
from these neurons, restored normalmitochondrial morphology, prevented axonal degeneration, and reversedmechanical allodynia
in the HFD mouse model of PDN. These studies suggest a molecular cascade linking neuropathic pain to axonal degeneration in
PDN. In particular, nociceptor hyperexcitability and the associated increased intracellular calcium concentrations could lead to
excessive calcium entry into mitochondria mediated by the mitochondrial calcium uniporter, resulting in increased calcium-
dependent mitochondrial fission and ultimately contributing to small-fiber degeneration and neuropathic pain in PDN. Hence, we
propose that targeting calcium entry into nociceptor mitochondria may represent a promising effective and disease-modifying
therapeutic approach for this currently intractable and widespread affliction. Moreover, these results are likely to inform studies of
other neurodegenerative disease involving similar underlying events.
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1. Introduction

Painful diabetic neuropathy (PDN) is one of the most common and
intractable symptoms of diabetes, affecting 25% of pa-
tients.1,2,40,99 Given the increasing prevalence of type II diabetes

mellitus,121 the incidence of PDN is expected to rise.73Neuropathic
pain associated with PDN is a debilitating affliction with substantial
impact on quality of life and healthcare costs.36 Nonetheless,
current therapies for PDN are only partially effective. One critical
barrier to developing new treatments for PDN is that the molecular
mechanisms leading to neuropathic pain in PDN are still unknown.

The symptoms of PDN include neuropathic pain and small-
fiber degeneration,39,56,76,96 specifically “dying back” or re-
traction of the axons of small diameter dorsal root ganglion
(DRG) nociceptive neurons that innervate the skin.57 Neuropathic
pain is associated with hyperexcitability of neurons in pain
pathways in the absence of appropriate stimuli.56,113,119 The cells
responsible for this phenomenon include DRG nocicep-
tors.56,113,119 Diabetic patients77 and animal models of PDN3,14

exhibit sensory neuron hyperexcitability, including the spontane-
ous activity of DRG nociceptor axons.3,14,94 Consistent with
these findings, our laboratory has recently shown that reducing
the hyperexcitability of DRG nociceptors, identified by the sodium
channel Nav1.8, which is expressed by 90%of nociceptors,95 not
only reversed mechanical allodynia in the well-established high-
fat diet (HFD)mousemodel of PDN76 but also reversed small-fiber
degeneration.51 However, the detailed molecular cascade linking
neuropathic pain to axonal degeneration in PDN is not well
understood. This gap in knowledge is a critical barrier to
developing novel therapeutic approaches for PDN that could
not only treat pain but also reverse small-fiber pathology.
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One phenomenon that could potentially explain both neuro-
pathic pain and small-fiber degeneration is increased excitability
and an associated increase in calcium influx into nociceptors,
resulting in abnormally high concentrations of intracellular
calcium. In support of this idea, hyperexcitability of Nav1.8 DRG
neurons was accompanied by increased intracellular calcium
concentration ([Ca21]i) in the HFD mouse model of PDN.51

Sustained increased [Ca21]i is a key component in the signaling
pathways leading to axonal degeneration115 in both the central33

and peripheral nervous systems.60,82,109 In particular, increased
[Ca21]i leads to DRG neurite degeneration in a genetic model of
small-fiber neuropathy.43 Thus, our goal in this study was to
understand how diabetes, hyperexcitability, and increased
[Ca21]i in Nav1.8 DRG neurons are causally connected to axonal
degeneration and pain.

One way that increased [Ca21]i might contribute to axonal
damage is through alteration of mitochondrial function,12 in-
cluding alteration of mitochondrial calcium homeostasis.87

Calcium signaling can also affect mitochondrial morphology
and dynamics by regulating dynamin-related protein 1 (Drp1)
phosphorylation.19,35,48 Mitochondria have been implicated in
the pathology of PDN.110,111 DRG neurons from animal models of
type II diabetes show downregulation of mitochondrial respiratory
chain complex proteins89 and reduced respiratory chain activ-
ity.30 Furthermore, mitochondrial morphology and localization are
altered in rodent models of PDN and in patients with
PDN.29,41,59,110,111 In a genetic model of type-2 diabetes, the
db/db mouse, DRG neurons showed elevated calcium levels50

and altered mitochondrial calcium homeostasis,44 as well as
altered mitochondrial morphology, including small and frag-
mented mitochondria,41 increased fission,41 and changes in
mitochondrial trafficking.90

Appropriate mitochondrial dynamics and morphology are vital
for neuronal function.21,34 Mitochondrial dynamics describe
ongoing changes in intermitochondrial networks, as well as
mitochondrial shape, size, connectivity, trafficking, and activity.21

Mitochondrial morphology, which can range from an intercon-
nected reticulum to fragmented puncta, is determined by the
balance between the opposing forces of fusion and fission
(reviewed in Ref. 92). A critical role has been proposed for
intramitochondrial [Ca21]i in the regulation of mitochondrial
dynamics and morphology.19,35,48 One major pathway for
mitochondrial calcium influx is through the mitochondrial calcium
uniporter (MCU), a selective calcium channel that facilitates
transport of calcium across the inner mitochondrial membrane
when intracellular calcium concentration [Ca21]i rises above the
“set point.”9,37 Mitochondrial calcium uniporter expression is
upregulated in other scenarios of calcium overload, such as
myocardial ischemia or reperfusion (I/R) injury,120 and mitochon-
drial fission is enhanced.47,120 In I/R injury, blocking the MCU
pharmacologically reduces myocardial infarction by alleviating
mitochondria fission.120Whether there are similar mechanisms at
play in the pathogenesis of axonal degeneration and mechanical
allodynia in PDN is unknown.

Using the well-established HFD mouse model of PDN,76 we
now demonstrate that mitochondrial proteins are differentially
expressed (DE) in DRG neurons, including elevated levels of
mitochondrial proteins involved in fission. Furthermore, using
electron microscopy (EM), we show that mitochondria in DRG
nociceptors have fragmented morphology as early as 2 weeks
after starting HFD, preceding the onset of mechanical allodynia
and small-fiber degeneration. Moreover, preventing calcium entry
into the mitochondria by selectively deleting the MCU from
nociceptors restored normal mitochondria morphology and

dynamics, prevented axonal degeneration, and reversed me-
chanical allodynia in the HFD mouse model of PDN. Hence, we
propose that targeting MCU-mediated increases in calcium influx
into nociceptor mitochondria may be a promising approach to
disease-modifying treatments for patients suffering from PDN.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Animals

All methods involving animals were approved by the Institutional
Animal Care and Use Committee at Northwestern University.
Animals were housedwith food andwater ad libitum on a 12-hour
light cycle. We used the following mouse lines: C57/Bl6J (wild-
type), Nav1.8-Cre mice kind gift from Dr. John Wood100 Nav1.8-
Cre; Ai9 mice, Nav1.8-Cre; GCaMP6s, MCU-floxed mice
(MCUflox/flox) kind gift from Jeffery Molkentin,54 Nav1.8-Cre; Ai9;
MCUfl/1 (Het), Nav1.8-Cre; Ai9; and MCUfl/fl (Homo).

2.2. High-fat diet

High-fat diet is a common rodent model of type-II diabetes.76

Mice were fed 42% fat (Envigo TD88137, Indianapolis, IN) for 10
weeks. Control mice were fed a regular diet (RD) (11% fat). After
10 weeks on RD or HFD, a glucose tolerance test was performed
as described.51,76 In brief, after fasting for 12 hours, mice were
injected with a 45% D-glucose solution (2 mg glucose/g body
weight). Animals were weighed on an electronic scale, and after
fasting for 12 hours, the animals’ fasting blood glucose was
measured using TRUEtrack meter and TRUEtrack glucose test
strips. Themicewere then injectedwith a 45%D-glucose solution
(2 mg glucose/g body weight), and blood glucose was measured
at 30, 60, and 120 minutes after injection (RD-Het n 5 12, RD-
Homo n 5 6, HFD-Het n 5 15, and HFD-Homo n 5 15). To
compare “diabetic” vs “nondiabetic” HFD mice, we set the cutoff
for diabetes (.140 mg/dL) at 2 SDs above the mean for glucose
at 2 hours after glucose challenge, as determined from among
wild-type littermate RD mice.51

2.2.1. Statistics

The area under the curve (AUC) was calculated for all time points
in GraphPad Prism 8.3, and the mean total peak area was
calculated for each animal. Blood glucose and AUC were
analyzed using 1-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) followed by
the Tukey test.

2.3. Preparation of dorsal root ganglion extracts for tandem
mass tag–based quantitation

Lumbar DRG (L1-L6) from 8 RD and 8 HFD mice were extracted
and flash frozen. The DRG tissue extracts were homogenized in
150 mL radioimmunoprecipation assay buffer (RIPA) (0.1% SDS,
1% NP40, and 0.5% sodium deoxycholate) containing protease
inhibitors. Next, they were sonicated 3 times for 5 seconds
(amplitude 5 25%) and incubated in ice for 15 minutes. Proteins
were precipitated with methanol–chloroform before resuspen-
sion in 6M guanidine in 100 mM triethylammonium bicarbonate
(TEAB). Disulfide bonds were reduced with dithiothreitol (DTT),
and cysteine residues were alkylated with iodoacetamide.
Proteins were then digested for 3 hours with 2 mg of
endoproteinase LysC (Promega Cat# VA1170) and subsequently
digested overnight with 2 mg of trypsin (Promega V5280). The
digest was then acidified with formic acid to a pH of;2 to 4 and
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desalted by using C18 HyperSep Cartridges (cat# 60108-302;
Thermo Scientific, Rockford, IL). The eluted peptide solution was
completely dried before buffer change and measuring their
concentration by micro bicinchoninic acid assay (BCA) assay
(Thermo Scientific). An equal quantity of peptides (;100 mg) from
each sample was then used for isobaric labeling. Tandem mass
tag (TMT)-16 plex peptide labeling was performed according to
the manufacturer’s instructions (Thermo Scientific cat# A44521).
After 2 hours incubation at room temperature, the reaction was
quenched with hydroxylamine at a final concentration of 0.3%
(vol/vol). Isobaric labeled samples were then combined 1:1:1:1:1:
1:1:1:1:1:1:1:1:1:1:1 and lyophilized. The pooled labeled pep-
tides were fractionated into 8 fractions using the high pH
fractionation kit (Thermo Scientific cat# 84868). Fractionated
samples concentration was again determined by micro BCA.
Peptide solutions were dried, stored at280˚C, and reconstituted
in liquid chromatography - mass spectrometry (LC-MS) buffer A
(5% acetonitrile and 0.125% formic acid) until liquid
chromatography with tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS)
analysis.

2.4. Nanoflow LC with MultiNotch MS2/MS3 Orbitrap Fusion
MS analysis

Three micrograms from each fraction were loaded for LC-MS
analysis using a Thermo Orbitrap Fusion coupled to a Thermo
EASY nLC-1200 UPLC pump and vented Acclaim PepMap 100,
75 mm 3 2 cm nanoViper trap column and nanoViper analytical
column (Thermo—164570), 3 mm, 100Å, C18, 0.075 mm,
500 mm with stainless steel emitter tip assembled on the
Nanospray Flex ion source with a spray voltage of 2000 V. The
chromatographic run was performed by 4 hours gradient
beginning with 100% buffer A (5% acetonitrile and 0.125%
formic acid), 0%B (95%acetonitrile and 0.125% formic acid), and
increased to 7% B over 5 minutes, then to 25% B over 160
minutes, 36% B over 40 minutes, 45% B over 10 minutes, 95% B
over 10 minutes, and held at 95% B for 15 minutes before
terminating the scan. The MultiNotch MS3 method70 was
programmed as per the following parameters: ion transfer tube
temp 5 300˚C, Easy-IC internal mass calibration, default charge
state5 2, and cycle time5 3 seconds. MS1 detector was set to
Orbitrap with 60 K resolution, wide quad isolation, mass range5
normal, scan range 5 300 to 1800 m/z, max injection time5 50
ms, automatic gain control (AGC) target5 23 105,microscans5
1, R- focus lens (RF) 5 60%, without source fragmentation, and
data type 5 positive and centroid. Monoisotopic precursor
selection was set to include charge states 2 to 7 and reject
unassigned. Dynamic exclusion was allowed, n5 1 exclusion for
60 seconds with 10 ppm tolerance for high and low. An intensity
threshold was set to 5 3 103. Precursor selection decision 5
most intense, top speed, 3 seconds. MS2 settings include
isolation window 5 0.7, scan range 5 auto normal, collision
energy5 35% collision induced disassociation (CID), scan rate5
turbo, max injection time5 50 ms, AGC target5 13 104, and Q
5 0.25. In MS3, the top 10 precursor peptides selected for
analysis were then fragmented using 65% HCD before Orbitrap
detection. A precursor selection range of 400 to 1200 m/z was
chosen with mass range tolerance. An exclusion mass width was
set to 18 p.p.m. on the low and 5 p.p.m. on the high. Isobaric tag
loss exclusion was set to TMT reagent. Additional MS3 settings
include an isolation window5 2, Orbitrap resolution5 60 K, scan
range 5 120 to 500 m/z, AGC target 5 1 3 104, max injection
time 5 120 ms, microscans 5 1, and data type 5 profile.

2.4.1. Analysis of tandem mass spectra

The Integrated Proteomics Pipeline—IP2—(Integrated Proteo-
mics Applications, Inc, San Diego, CA www.integratedproteo-
mics.com/) was used to analyze the proteomic results with
ProLuCID, DTASelect2, Census, and QuantCompare. The raw
spectral raw files were extracted into MS1, MS2, and MS3 files
using the in-house program RawConverter.49 Spectral files were
then pooled from fractions for each sample and searched against
the UniProt mouse protein database and matched to sequences
using the ProLuCID or SEQUEST algorithm (ProLuCID ver. 3.1)
with 50 p.p.m. peptidemass tolerance for precursor ions and 600
p.p.m. for fragment ions. Fully and half-tryptic peptide candidates
were included in search space, all that fell within the mass
tolerance windowwith nomiscleavage constraint and assembled
and filtered with DTASelect2 (ver. 2.1.3) through the Integrated
Proteomics Pipeline (IP2 v.5.0.1, Integrated Proteomics Applica-
tions, Inc). Static modifications at 57.02146 C and 229.162932 K
and N-term were included. The target-decoy strategy was used
to verify peptide probabilities and false discovery ratios.42

Minimum peptide length of 5 was set for the process of each
protein identification. Each data set had an 1% false-discovery
rate at the protein level based on the target-decoy strategy.
Isobaric labeling analysis was performed with Census 2 as
previously described.80 Tandem mass tag channels were
normalized by dividing each by the sum of all channels. No
intensity threshold was applied.

2.4.2. Heat maps, clustering, and volcano plots for the
recovery period

Reporter ion intensity from the MS/MS analysis was analyzed
using NCI-BRB Array Tool software (BRB-ArrayTools Version:
4.6.1—Stable, R version 3.6.2) The data were normalized using
quantile normalization, and differentially expressed (DE) proteins
were selected based on the univariate t test with a Benjamini
Hochberg adjusted P-value cutoff 0.05.

2.5. Electron microscopy methods

For EM, L4 and L5 lumbar DRG were extracted and fixed in 2.5%
glutaraldehyde in 0.1M sodium cacodylate buffer pH 7.3 and
postfixedwith 2%osmium tetroxide in unbuffered aqueous solution,
rinsed with distilled water, en bloc stained with 3% uranyl acetate,
rinsed with distilled water, dehydrated in ascending grades of
ethanol, transitioned with propylene oxide, embedded in resin
mixture of Embed 812 kit, and cured in a 60˚C oven. Samples were
sectioned on a Leica Ultracut UC6 ultramicrotome. 1-mm thick
sections were collected and stained with Toluidine Blue O, and 70
nmsectionswere collected on 200mesh copper grids; thin sections
were stainedwith uranyl acetate andReynolds lead citrate. Samples
were imaged using a field electron and ion company (FEI) Tecnai
Spirit G2 transmission electron microscope (FEI) operated at 80 kV.
Images were captured with an Eagle 4k HR 200 kV CCD camera.

2.5.1. Image analysis

To determine the neuronal size, the sections were first imaged at
a low magnification (3690). Once small–medium diameter
neurons were identified (,40 mm), images were acquired at
39300. The electron micrographs were analyzed using Fiji
(national institute of health (NIH)). The boundary for each
mitochondrion was manually marked using the free-hand
selection tool, and the area and perimeter for eachmitochondrion
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were measured. Interconnectivity was measured by dividing the
area by the perimeter. Interconnectivity is a measure or an
indicator of fragmentation, with a lower score indicating a more
fragmented state. Other parametersmeasured include circularity,
aspect ratio, and form factor, as described by Picard et al., 2013.

2.5.2. Statistics

The data did not have a normal distribution as determined by the
D’Agostino and Pearson omnibus normality test (WT DRG n5 60
mitochondria for 2 weeks and 10weeks RD andHFD,WTRemak
bundle n5 40mitochondria for 10weeks RD andHFD, andMCU
n 5 120 mitochondria for all conditions). Thus, data were
analyzed by a nonparametric (Kruskal–Wallis) 1-way ANOVA
followed by the Dunnmultiple comparison test. Data are reported
as median 6 SEM.

2.6. In vitro calcium imaging

Nav1.8-Cre; Ai9 mice fed either a RD or HFD for 10 weeks were
used for these experiments. In brief, DRG primary cultures were
prepared as described previously,51 and the neurons were grown
on 15 mm coverslips. The cultures were incubated in calcium
imaging buffer (140mMNaCl, 10 mMHepes, 2 mMCaCl2, 1 mM
MgCl2. 6H2O, 10mM glucose, and 2.5 mMKCl), with 5 mMFura-
2 acetoxymethyl (AM) ester (Thermo Fisher Scientific) at 37˚C in
the dark for 30 minutes and placed into dye free solution for an
additional 30 minutes. For imaging, cover slips were fastened in
the recording chamber and bathed in extracellular solution with a
flow rate of 2 mL/minute. Time lapse recordings were acquired
with an Olympus IX70 inverted epifluorescence microscope with
a 20x (0.7 NA) air objective at 3 seconds intervals with 340 and
380 nm excitation and 510 nm emission at RT. Fluorescence was
monitored with regions of interest (ROI) at the soma. Bath flow
was stopped, and baseline fluorescence was recorded for 2
minutes. For identification of Nav1.8 positive neurons, fluores-
cence images were taken with unfiltered excitation and 615 nm
emission. TIFF images were exported to Fiji (NIH) and final ROI in
the cytoplasm selected. Intensity data and area were imported to
Igor Pro (Wave Metrics) and analyzed using custom procedures.
In brief, intensity measures were background subtracted, and the
ratio of fluorescence at 340 and 380 nm was calculated (263
neurons from n5 3 animals and 241 neurons from n5 3 animals
were measured in RD and HFD, respectively).

2.6.1. Statistical analysis

Normalized fluorescence values were tested for statistical
significance by unpaired t tests.

2.7. In vivo calcium imaging

Animals were fed an RD or HFD diet for 10 weeks, then
anesthetized by isoflurane, and laminectomized, exposing the L4
DRG as described.74 The experimental set-up and imaging were
performed as previously reported.74 In brief, the mouse was
positioned under the microscope by clamping the spinal column
at L2 and L6; body temperature and isoflurane were constantly
maintained and monitored throughout the imaging period.
Silicone elastomer (World Precision Instruments, Sarasota, FL)
was used to cover the exposed DRG and surrounding tissue to
avoid drying.74 A Coherent Chameleon-Ultra2 Ti:Sapphire laser
was tuned to 920 nm, and GCaMP6s signal was collected by
using a bandpass filter for the green channel (490-560 nm). Image

acquisition was controlled using PrairieView software version 5.3.
Images of the L4 DRG were acquired at 0.7 Hz, with a dwell time
of 4 ms/pixel (pixel size 1.92 3 1.92 mm2) and a 10x air lens
(Olympus UPLFLN U Plan Fluorite, 0.3 NA, 10 mm working
distance). The scanned sample regionwas 981.36 x 981.36mm2.
Anesthesia was maintained using isoflurane (1.5%-2%) during
imaging. Images were acquired for 30 frames. A 200 to 250 g
force (referred to as the quantitative mechanical force (QMF)) was
applied to the hind paw for each mouse (RD n 5 7, HFD n5 10)
from frame 10 through 20 using a calibrated forceps system.

2.7.1. Intradermal capsaicin administration

Five microliter of 10 mM capsaicin was injected intradermally to
the paw pad in the hind paw of anesthetized mice in the set up
described in the previous section. The needle was inserted into
the paw from frame 20 to 25, and any responses to the needle
were not included in the analysis. After 25 frames, capsaicin was
released and the neurons that responded to capsaicin and QMF
were counted and reported as the percentage of QMF (100%)
that responded to capsaicin as well (n 5 3 for RD and HFD).

2.7.2. Analysis of in vivo calcium imaging

Time series files were exported and further processed in Fiji (NIH).
Any movement in the time series (on account of breathing) was
adjusted using the template-matching plugin. Brightness and
contrast were adjusted, and cells (region of interest, ROI) were
identified by looking for an increase in fluorescence during the
stimulus application period, as previously reported.74 The
identified cells were then carefully marked, and a custom macro
(where changes in [Ca21]i were quantified by calculating the
change in fluorescence for each ROI in each frame t of a time
series using the formula: DF/F0 5 (Ft 2 F0)/F0, where Fo 5 the
average intensity during the baseline period prior to the
application of the stimulus) was run followed by a Multi Measure
Plugin to obtain themean gray value of each ROI. Once the values
were obtained, the ROIs that had a fluorescence reading 63 SD
to the baseline (t 5 0-9 frames) were included as a responding
ROI/neuron (n5 7RD, n5 10HFD). If there were no responses to
the stimulus, the animal was excluded from the analysis; based
on this predetermined criterion, one RD animal was excluded
from the analysis. To determine the percentage of responders,
the total number of neurons imaged for each DRGwas estimated
by counting the number of neurons within a region of average
density and extrapolating to the total DRG area.74 The AUC was
calculated for each responding ROI in GraphPad Prism 8.3, and
the mean total peak area was calculated for each animal. The
maximum amplitude was calculated by taking the maximum DF/
F0 value for each responding ROI, and the mean was calculated
for each animal. In addition, to focus on the subpopulation of
neurons with high-intensity responses to QMF, a second set of
analyses focused on identifying responding ROIs as those
neurons that showed a DF/F0 . 2, and again the percentage of
responders, mean total peak area, and mean max fluorescence
were calculated for each animal. To measure the neuronal area,
the ROIs that responded to the QMF were marked and the area
was measured in Fiji.

2.7.3. Statistical analysis

Percentage responders, AUC, and max amplitude were com-
pared using a 2-tailed unpaired t test. Data were reported as
mean 6 SD.
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2.8. Detection of cutaneous innervation

Animals were fed a RD or HFD for 10 weeks. The hind paws were
harvested and fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) for 24 hours,
and then the overlying footpad skin was dissected, submerged in
30% sucrose solution for 24 hours, and embedded in the optimal
cutting temperature compound (OCT, Tissue-Tek, Torrence,
CA). 20 mm sections were cut on a cryostat and counterstained
by mounting solution with 4’6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (Hard-
Set, Vectashield).

2.8.1. Confocal analysis

Two to 3 separate sections from each animal were analyzed, and
3 separate composite Z-stack images of skin from the hind paw
were imaged using Olympus FV10i, and the images were
processed using Fiji. The epidermal–dermal junction was outlined
by a blinded observer who also noted its length. Two blinded
reviewers counted the nerves crossing this line using the Cell
Counter plugin. The mean values of the counts from blinded
reviewers were divided by the epidermal–dermal junction length
to report intraepidermal nerve fiber (IENF) density.

2.8.2. Statistical analysis

Data were compared using 1-way ANOVA followed by the Tukey
test. In all experiments (RD-Het n5 3, RD-Homon5 3,HFD-Het n
5 5, and HFD-Homo n5 5), values are expressed asmean6 SD.

2.9. Immunohistochemical labeling of the dorsal
root ganglion

Adult mice were deeply anesthetized with isoflurane, laminec-
tomy was performed, and DRGs (lumbar L3-L5) were extracted
and fixed in 4% PFA for 24 hours. The samples were then
transferred to 30% sucrose for 24 hours and embedded in OCT.
Sections (20 mm) were cut on a cryostat and counterstained with
I-isolectin B4 (IB4 isolectin GS-IB4 Alexa Fluor 647 conjugate)
(Invitrogen, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, catalog
I32450, 1:100). Tissue sections were analyzed by confocal
microscopy (RD-Het n5 3, RD-Homo n5 4, HFD-Het n5 4, and
HFD-Homo n 5 4).

2.9.1. Statistical analysis

Data were analyzed using 1-way ANOVA followed by the Tukey
multiple comparison test. Data were reported as mean 6 SD.

2.10. RNAscope in situ hybridization

RNAscope in situ hybridization multiplex V2 was performed
according to the manufacturer’s instructions (Advanced Cell
Diagnostics, Newark, CA). Dorsal root ganglia were isolated in an
RNase free manner, and the samples were then fixed in RNase
free 4% PFA for 24 hours. The samples were then transferred to
30% sucrose for 24 hours and embedded in OCT. 20 mm
sections were placed on Superfrost Plus charged slides and
stored at220˚C until ready to use. The slides were briefly washed
in 13 phosphate buffered saline (PBS) and followed by a 10-
minute hydrogen peroxidase treatment at RT. The slides were
then placed in a beaker containing 13 target retrieval solution,
whichwas heated to around 99 to 102˚C for about 3minutes. The
slides were then cooled in DEPC-treated water and transferred to
100% ethanol for 3 minutes. The slides were allowed to

completely air dry, and hydrophobic barriers were drawn around
the sections. The air-dried slides were placed on the HybEZ slide
rack, and about 5 drops of RNAscope Protease III was added.
The slide rackwas placed onto a prewarmed humidity control tray
and into the HybEZ oven at 40˚C for 30 minutes. Probes Scn10a/
Nav1.8 (C1, catalog 426011), NF200 (C2, catalog 443671-C2),
and Calca/CGRP (C2, catalog 578771-C2) were used at the
recommended concentration (C1:C2; 50:1). Probes were in-
cubated for 2 hours at 40˚C, and the slides were then stored in 5X
saline sodiumcitrate solution. On day 2, AMP1, AMP2, andAMP3
were added sequentially with a 30-minute, 30-minute, and 15-
minute incubation period, respectively. Depending on the probe
used, the appropriate HRP signals were developed. In brief, 4 to 6
drops of HRP-C1 or HRP-C2 were added and incubated for 15
minutes at 40˚C. This was followed by the addition of 1:100
dilution of TSA Plus fluorescein. The fluorophores were incubated
at 40˚C for 30 minutes, followed by addition of the HRP blocker.
Washes were performed using 1X wash buffer as recommended.
The slides were then mounted using VECTASHIELD antifade
mounting media containing DAPI. Tissue sections were analyzed
by imaging the whole DRG using confocal microscopy (all
conditions had an n 5 3 animals).

2.10.1. Statistical analysis

Data were analyzed using an ordinary 1-way ANOVA followed by
the Tukey multiple comparison test. Data were reported as mean
6 SD.

2.11. von Frey

von Frey behavioral studies were performed as described. In
brief, mice were placed on a metal mesh floor and covered with a
transparent plastic dome where they rested quietly after an initial
few minutes of exploration. Animals were habituated to this
apparatus for 30 minutes a day and 2 days before behavioral
testing. After acclimation, each filament was applied to 6 spots
spaced across the glabrous side of the hind paw. Mechanical
stimuli were applied with 7 filaments, each differing in the bending
force delivered (10, 20, 40, 60, 80, 100, and 120 mN), but each
fitting a flat tip and a fixed diameter of 0.2 mm. The force
equivalence is 100 mN5 10.197 g. The filaments were tested in
order of ascending force, with each filament delivered for 1
second in sequence from the first to the sixth spot, alternately
from one paw to the other. The interstimulus interval was 10 to 15
seconds.51 The von Frey withdrawal threshold was defined as the
force that evoked a minimum detectable withdrawal on 50% of
the tests at the same force. Experimental procedures were
designed tomaximize robustness andminimize bias. Specifically,
von Frey experiments were conducted using random experi-
mental group assignments (diet and treatment). Investigators
who performed von Frey tests and endpoint analysis were blinded
to the experimental conditions. We have experience with
randomized allocation and blinded analysis using this mouse
model with sequenced numbering of mice at weaning.51

2.11.1. Statistical analysis

The incidenceof footwithdrawalwas expressed asa percentageof
6 applications of each filament as a function of force. The Hill
equation was fitted to the function (Origin version 6.0, Microcal
Software), relating the percentage of indentations eliciting a
withdrawal to the force of indentation. From this equation, the
threshold force was defined as the force corresponding to a 50%
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withdrawal rate.51 Datawere compared by 1-way ANOVA followed
by the Tukey test (RD-Het n 5 8, RD-Homo n 5 6, HFD-Het n 5
12, and HFD-Homo n 5 15) and reported as mean 6 SD.

2.12. Hargreaves method

The mice were habituated in a testing room for 30 minutes a day,
for 2 trial days and on the test day. After acclimatization, animals
were compartmentalized into its own enclosure. An infrared
emitter at an intensity of 5527 was positioned underneath the
center of the hind paw. The timer starts automatically when the
infrared beam is turned on, and the timer ends when the animal
withdraws the paw. The reaction time is recorded only when the
animal showed nocifensive behavior such as flicking, biting,
shaking, or kept the paw raised for a brief time.2 seconds. The
infrared beam is cutoff automatically if the animal did not respond
within 20 seconds. The test is repeated 5 times to obtain an
average reaction time per animal, and a 5-minute interval is given
before the test is repeated on the same animal.23

2.12.1. Statistical analysis

Data were compared using 1-way ANOVA followed by the Tukey
test (RD-Het n5 6, RD-Homo n5 5, HFD-Het n5 5, and HFD-
Homo n 5 7) and reported as mean 6 SD.

2.13. Paw hyperalgesia

Paw hyperalgesia wasmeasured in Nav1.8-Cre; Ai9 mice (n5 12
per condition) using a Pressure Application Measurement (PAM)
device (Ugo Basile, Germany) as previously described.74 In brief,
mice were restrained by hand, and the PAM transducer was
pressed against the hind paw of the animals. The experimenter
used the PAM software as a guide to apply an increasing amount
of constant force, up to a maximum of 450 g. The force at which
the animal tried to withdraw the pawwas noted as the withdrawal
threshold. Two measurements per paw were averaged to report
the withdrawal threshold.

2.13.1. Statistical analysis

Data were compared using an unpaired t test.

3. Results

3.1. Mitochondrial proteins are differentially expressed in
dorsal root ganglion neurons of diabetic mice

We used an unbiased approach to elucidate the molecular
mechanisms that underlie neuropathic pain and axonal de-
generation in the HFD mouse model of PDN. Using 16 plex TMT
quantitative proteomic analysis of lumbar DRGextracts frommice
fed a RD or an HFD for 10 weeks (Fig. 1), we identified 5249
proteins in each data set of 8 biological replicates from each
group. We identified 1121 unique proteins (false discovery rate,
0.05) that were DE between RD and HFD (Fig. 1A). Of these,
about 14% were associated with mitochondria, according to the
Mouse MitoCarta 2.0 database18 (Fig. 1B). A Gene Ontology
analysis of DE mitochondrial proteins indicated several signifi-
cantly enriched pathways, including mitochondrial organization
and mitochondrial calcium ion transmembrane transport (Fig.
1C). Mitochondrial fission 1 protein (Fis1) and mitochondria
calcium uniporter regulator 1 (MCUR1) were among the top 10
most elevatedmitochondrial proteins in HFDmice comparedwith

RDmice (Fig. 1D). Using the MGI Gene Ontology database,16 we
determined the status of proteins involved in fission in our
proteomic data set (Fig. 1E). Several proteins showed no
significant difference. However, we found that several mitochon-
drial proteins, including Drp1 (also referred to as dynamin-1 like
protein), mitochondrial fission 1 protein (Fis1), and mitochondrial
fission factor (Mff), were elevated in lumbar DRGs frommice fed a
HFD compared with mice fed a RD (Figs. 1E and F). Fis1 and Mff
are receptors that recruit the Drp1 to mitochondria. Mff is a GTP-
hydrolyzing mechanoenzyme that catalyzes mitochondrial fission
in the cell, whereas Fis1 plays a minor role in Drp1 re-
cruitment.64,78 Mff is an outer mitochondrial membrane protein
that binds to the GTPase Drp1 to form a complex that promotes
mitochondrial fission. Mff overexpression causes mitochondrial
fragmentation, consistent with increased fission rates.64,78 These
data suggest a role formitochondria in the pathogenesis of axonal
degeneration and mechanical allodynia in the HFD mouse model
of PDN. In particular, the fact that proteins involved in promoting
fission were elevated suggests that excessive fission and
fragmented mitochondria morphology could underlie axonal
degeneration in PDN.

3.2. Altered calcium signals in Nav1.8-positive dorsal root
ganglion neurons from diabetic mice

Wepreviously showed that hyperexcitability in Nav1.8-expressing
DRG neurons was accompanied by increased [Ca21]i ex vivo, in
acutely isolated DRGexplants frommice fed aHFD, as compared
with those fed a RD.51 Here, we asked whether increased [Ca21]i
occurs in Nav1.8-expressing DRG neurons in diabetic animals in
vivo. To identify differences in the sensitivity of neurons to
mechanical stimuli, we used a nonnoxious mechanical stimulus
by applying a QMF to the hind pawwhile recording in vivo calcium
as a readout (Fig. 2A). To determine the force that can be
categorized as nonnoxious in awake behaving mice, we
measured paw hyperalgesia in mice fed a RD or HFD at 10
weeks. We determined that a force of 422.86 18.52 g and 380.7
6 53.19 (Suppl Fig. 1A, available at http://links.lww.com/PAIN/
B424) was noxious in RD and HFD, respectively. We therefore
chose a force below this withdrawal threshold at 200 to 250 g as
the nonnoxious mechanical stimulus. We performed additional in
vitro Fura-2 calcium imaging experiments using acutely dissoci-
ated Nav1.8 DRG neurons from mice fed a RD or HFD and found
no differences in the absolute baseline (F0) calcium levels (Suppl
Fig. 1B, available at http://links.lww.com/PAIN/B424; RD 0.656
0.24; HFD 0.61 6 0.11, P 5 0.84), suggesting that the baseline
calcium is not affected by diet.

Given the cellular diversity and functional heterogeneity of DRG
neurons,26,45,61,108 we selectively monitored [Ca21]i in vivo in
Nav1.8-positive DRG nociceptors by expressing the [Ca21]i
indicator protein GCaMP624 in these neurons (Nav1.8-Cre
mice100 crossed with conditional reporter GCaMP6 mice;
Ai96flox/flox; RCL-GCaMP6s).24 Mice were then fed either a RD
or HFD for 10 weeks. Laminectomy was performed on
anesthetized mice to expose the fourth lumbar (L4) DRG, which
contains sensory neurons that innervate the paw.74We applied to
the mouse paw a calibrated forceps to deliver a 200 to 250 g
force, and real-time neuronal responses to the stimulus were
recorded and compared (Figs. 2B–E; and supplemental video 1,
2, available at http://links.lww.com/PAIN/B425 and http://links.
lww.com/PAIN/B426). The number and percentage of respond-
ing neurons along with the intensity of the response was
assessed; representative images are shown in Figure 2b. We
found an increase in the percentage of neurons that responded to
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Figure 1. Discovery-based quantitative proteomic analyses of lumbar L4 DRG extracts from mice fed a RD or HFD. (A) Volcano plot showing differentially
expressed proteins [FDR, 0.05] between RD and HFD groups. (B) Mitochondrial proteins comprise about 14% of the differentially expressed proteins. (C) The list
of differentially expressedmitochondrial proteins passed through aGene ontology Analysis showing the enriched pathways. (D) Top 10most elevated (red) and the
most decreased (blue) mitochondrial proteins, listed in order of fold change. (E) List of mitochondrial fission proteins classified based on whether it was identified,
nonsignificant, or significant. (F) Differentially expressed mitochondrial fission proteins listed in order of fold change. DRG, dorsal root ganglion; FDR, false
discovery rate; HFD, high-fat diet; RD, regular diet.
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Figure 2. Increased percentage and amplitude of calcium responses in Nav1.8-expressing DRG neurons from mice fed a HFD. (A) Illustration of in vivo calcium
imaging setup using Nav1.8-Cre: GCamp6 mice. (B) Representative images taken from RD (left) and HFD (right) mice showing neurons identified by circles at t5
0 seconds (baseline) and t 5 10 seconds (QMF of 200-250 g). A 16-color scale is used to emphasize the intensity or amplitude of [Ca21]i response. Scale bar
represents 50mm. (C) All responses from representative RD and HFDmice (one from each group). The blue (RD) or red (HFD) trace indicates the average change in
fluorescence intensity over time. The horizontal solid gray line shows the 6xSD cutoff used to determine a response. The horizontal dashed gray line indicates cutoff
of DF/Fo. 2. (D) Graphs showing percentage of neurons responding to a QMF of 200 to 250 g applied to the paw, AUC, and maximum amplitude of the calcium
transients with a cutoff of 6xSD. Each black dot represents one animal. (E) Graphs showing percentage of neurons, AUC, and maximum amplitude of the calcium
transients with a cutoff of DF/Fo. 2 between RD and HFD. *P, 0.05, **P, 0.01. AUC, area under the curve; DRG, dorsal root ganglion; HFD, high-fat diet; RD,
regular diet; QMF, quantitative mechanical force.
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the stimulus in HFD (Figs. 2B and D; RD 13.486 9.1; HFD 20.44
6 4.12, P 5 0.04, circles identify the responding neurons)
indicating that additional neurons now have been recruited to
respond to this force, that is, were sensitized. Figure 2C shows
the traces (change in fluorescence with time [DF/F0]) of individual
responding neurons (gray line indicates the cutoff for response)
from the RD and HFD groups (Fig. 2C). The duration of the
response, measured by AUC, suggested no difference between
RD (8.78 6 4.42) and HFD (11.60 6 4.03, P 5 0.19; Fig. 2D).
Focusing on the Nav1.8-positive DRG neurons responding to a
nonnoxious mechanical stimulus or QMF, we further determined
their neuronal size distribution (Suppl Fig. 1c, available at http://
links.lww.com/PAIN/B424) and their response to capsaicin
(Suppl Fig. 1d, available at http://links.lww.com/PAIN/B424)
and found no statistically significant difference when comparing
RD and HFD groups.

Among the HFD group, a large number of responses were
similar in amplitude to those seen in RD (Fig. 2C, blue and the red
traces indicate the average of response from RD and HFD,
respectively, RD, 1.39 6 0.40; HFD 1.74 6 0.43, P 5 0.11).
However, there was also a population of neurons from the HFD
group that had a higher amplitude of response. To capture this
subset of neurons, we used a higher cutoff threshold (2x change
in fluorescence, dashed gray line). Among the population of
neurons meeting this criterion (Fig. 2C, dashed gray lines), the
maximum amplitude of the response was significantly increased
in the HFD group (Figs. 2B, C, and E RD 2.626 0.29; HFD 3.18
6 0.34, P5 0.01). Furthermore, we determined that the kinetics
of individual [Ca21]i transients observed during our in vivo calcium
imaging studies were not altered in HFD as compared with RD
mice. Hence, changes in the frequency of these signals in these 2
populations are likely to reflect changes in excitability and
associated voltage dependent calcium influx, rather than
changes in neuronal calcium buffering mechanisms.

Overall, this in vivo calcium study demonstrated that HFD
Nav1.8 DRG neurons responded to a nonnoxious mechanical
stimulus with [Ca21]i transients of significantly higher amplitude
compared with RD. This is a critical result as we know that
sustained increased [Ca21]i is a key component in the signaling
pathways leading to axonal degeneration in the peripheral
nervous systems.60,82,109 Therefore, we next investigated the
potential causal connections between this increased [Ca21]i in
vivo and axonal degeneration and mechanical allodynia in this
model.

3.3. Morphological changes in mitochondria preceded
mechanical allodynia and small-fiber degeneration in
diabetic mice

High [Ca21]i can contribute to axonal damage by altering
mitochondrial morphology and function.12 To determine if the
increased [Ca21]i we observed in HFD DRG neurons in vivo
calcium imaging affects mitochondria in this way, we used EM to
analyzemitochondrialmorphology in the somas and in the axonsof
RD andHFDDRG neurons (Figs. 3 and 4). Althoughmitochondria
have been implicated in the pathology of PDN,110,111 we know little
about the extent or timingofmitochondrial alterationsas it relates to
pathogenesis. We previously showed that the typical hallmarks of
PDN, neuropathic pain behavior, and small-fiber neuropathy occur
inmice on a HFD in the form ofmechanical allodynia (6 weeks after
starting the diet) and decreased nerve fiber density (8 weeks after
starting the diet).51 To evaluate whether mitochondria in DRG
neurons showplasticity inHFDmice even before the onset of PDN,
we analyzed mitochondrial morphology in the somas of small-

diameter neurons in DRG, that are primarily nociceptors, taken
from mice fed either RD or HFD for 2 or 10 weeks (Fig 3; Suppl
Fig. 2a, available at http://links.lww.com/PAIN/B424). Using a
EM analysis protocol previously described,83,116 we observed
that parameters such as aspect ratio, roundness, and form
factor were unaffected by diet (Suppl Fig. 2C-E, available at
http://links.lww.com/PAIN/B424). Whereas area, perimeter,
and interconnectivity (lower score indicates fragmentation)
were significantly decreased in DRG neurons in HFD mice
compared with RDmice at 10 weeks after starting the diet (Fig.
3) (area: RD 0.13 6 0.02 vs HFD 0.08 6 0.01; P 5 0.001,
perimeter: RD 1.546 0.10 vs HFD 1.136 0.07; P5 0.03, and
interconnectivity: RD 0.09 6 0.00 vs HFD 0.076 0.00; P ,
0.0001). Interestingly, mitochondria of HFD DRG neurons
displayed fragmented morphology as early as 2 weeks after
diet commencement, preceding the onset of mechanical
allodynia and small-fiber degeneration (Fig. 3) (area: RD 0.17
6 0.02 vs HFD 0.086 0.01; P, 0.0001, perimeter: RD 1.546
0.08 vs HFD 1.11 6 0.06; P , 0.0001, and interconnectivity:
RD 0.116 0.00 vs HFD 0.086 0.00; P, 0.0001). In addition,
in mice fed a HFD for 10 weeks, we observed fragmented
mitochondria in the axons of DRG neurons extending to the
epidermal–dermal junction (Fig. 4) (area: RD 0.08 6 0.01 vs
HFD 0.056 0.01; P5 0.01, perimeter: RD 1.056 0.07 vs HFD
0.86 6 0.05; P 5 0.02, and interconnectivity: RD 0.07 6 0.00
vs HFD 0.06 6 0.00; P 5 0.01). The observed altered
mitochondria morphology with fragmented mitochondria in
the long peripheral axons of the DRG nerve endings in the skin
could be particularly relevant from the point of view of axonal
degeneration.

3.4. Deleting the mitochondrial calcium uniporter from
Nav1.8-expressing dorsal root ganglion neurons prevented
mechanical allodynia and small-fiber degeneration in
diabetic mice

Our laboratory has shown that reducing Nav1.8-expressing DRG
neuron hyperexcitability not only reversedmechanical allodynia in
the HFD mouse model of PDN but also reversed small-fiber
degeneration.51 In this model, hyperexcitability in Nav1.8-
expressing DRG neurons was accompanied by increased
[Ca21]i.

51 As mentioned above, increased [Ca21]i can contribute
to axonal damage by altering mitochondrial morphology and
function.12 The intramitochondrial [Ca21]i may be critical in the
regulation of mitochondrial dynamics and morphology.19,35,48 A
major pathway for mitochondrial calcium influx is through the
MCU.9,37

To test whether calcium entry into DRG neuron mitochondria
has a role in the pathogenesis of PDN, we deleted MCU from
Nav1.8-expressing DRG neurons by crossing Nav1.8-Cre; Ai9
mice with MCU-floxed mice (MCUflox/flox) kind gift from Jeffery
Molkentin.54 To demonstrate that this manipulation did not cause
DRG developmental defects,10 we performed in situ hybridization
of Nav1.8, NF200, and CGRP to characterize the DRG neuronal
populations. The number of DRG neurons labeled with Nav1.8
(Fig. 5 RD-Het 67.10 6 4.85 vs RD-Homo 65.79 6 9.19; P 5
0.99, HFD-Het 62.74 6 5.03 vs HFD-homo 65.45 6 9.95; P 5
0.94) was no different in the Nav1.8-Cre; Ai9; MCUflox/1

heterozygous (Het) and Nav1.8-Cre; Ai9; MCUflox/flox homozy-
gous (Homo) mice. Moreover, we found no significant difference
in the number of DRGneurons that were positive for CGRP (Fig. 5
RD-Het 51.79 6 5.73 vs RD-Homo 63.38 6 18.41; P 5 0.71,
HFD-Het 54.316 5.20 vs HFD-homo 63.986 7.35; P5 0.80), a
marker that mostly identifies the peptidergic neurons as well as
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with IB4 staining which identifies the nonpeptidergic nocicep-
tive neurons8,101 (Fig. 5 RD-Het 27.88 6 3.78 vs RD-Homo
29.106 5.08; P5 0.99, HFD-Het 29.886 1.59 vs HFD-homo
28.02 6 2.11; P 5 0.96). This result indicates that these mice
have normal segregation of peptidergic and nonpeptidergic
nociceptors after neurogenesis.11,97 In addition, no changes
were seen in the large diameter mechanoreceptors that
express neurofilament-200 (NF200) as well (Fig. 5 5 RD-Het
26.68 6 4.23 vs RD-Homo 20.25 6 3.41, P 5 0.42, HFD-Het
29.39 6 5.55 vs HFD-homo 27.66 6 3.61; P 5 0.96).
Furthermore, as in wild type mice fed a HFD, both Het and

Homo mice fed HFD developed obesity (Suppl Fig. 3a,
available at http://links.lww.com/PAIN/B424, RD-Het 26.41
6 3.19; RD-Homo 27.37 6 1.86; HFD-Het 38.27 6 5.69; and
HFD-Homo 40.166 6.87) and glucose intolerance (Suppl Fig.
3b, c, available at http://links.lww.com/PAIN/B424, GTT at
120 minutes: RD-Het 137.60 6 5.96; RD-Homo 129.70 6
8.43; HFD-Het 416.40 6 31.87; and HFD-Homo 358.10 6
37.41), demonstrating that the MCU deletion did not alter the
metabolic profile of mice in this model.

We then tested both Het and Homo mice for mechanical
allodynia using von Frey withdrawal threshold measurements, as

Figure 3.Morphological measurements of mitochondria in small diameter DRG neuronal cell bodies demonstrate fragmented mitochondria in mice fed a HFD. (A)
Electron micrographs of small diameter DRG neurons from animals fed a RD (left) or HFD (right) after 2 (top) and 10 (bottom) weeks on diet. (B–D) Comparison of
area, perimeter, and interconnectivity of mitochondria betweenmice fed a RD or HFD at 2 and 10weeks (W). **P, 0.01 and ****P, 0.0001. Scale bar represents
500 nm. M indicates mitochondria. DRG, dorsal root ganglion; HFD, high-fat diet; RD, regular diet.
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described.13,51,71 We have previously shown that mice fed an
HFD developed mechanical allodynia 6 weeks after diet
commencement. In Het mice fed the HFD for 10 weeks, the
withdrawal threshold was significantly reduced compared with
RD-Het mice (RD-Het 1.036 0.26 vs HFD-Het 0.306 0.18; P5
0.0013), indicating mechanical allodynia in this group (Fig. 6A).
By contrast, HFD-Homo mice had normal withdrawal thresholds
(0.91 6 0.47; P 5 0.0018) compared with the HFD-Het,
indicating that deleting the MCU from Nav1.8-expressing DRG
neurons prevented the establishment of mechanical allodynia in
this model of PDN. We did not observe mechanical allodynia in
RD-Homo (1.176 0.63 vs RD-HetP5 0.92), indicating thatMCU
deletion did not alter mechanical sensation in otherwise
metabolically normal mice. To further characterize the pain
phenotype, we tested for thermal sensitivity using the Hargreaves
test27 in both Het and Homo mice fed either an RD or HFD for 10
weeks.We observed that therewere no thermal sensitivity deficits
between these 4 groups (Fig. 6B; RD-Het 5.63 6 0.60 vs HFD-
Het 5.606 0.47 P. 0.99; RD-Homo 5.196 1.40 vs HFD-Homo
6.08 6 1.58 P 5 0.57).

We next tested whether inhibiting MCU-mediated calcium
uptake in Nav1.8-expressing DRG neurons protected against

small-fiber degeneration. Using confocal microscopy, we exam-
ined skin innervation in both Nav1.8-Cre; Ai9; MCUflox/1

heterozygous (Het) and Nav1.8-Cre; Ai9; MCUflox/flox homozy-
gous (Homo) mice in which Nav1.8-positive afferents in the
skin were labeled red with td-Tomato reporter protein. Het and
Homo mice were fed a RD or HFD for 10 weeks (Fig. 7). We
saw normal innervation in animals fed a RD regardless of
genotype (RD-Het 0.036 0.00; RD-Homo 0.046 0.01); thus,
deleting MCU from Nav1.8-expressing DRG neurons did not
interfere with normal neurite outgrowth. We observed a
significant reduction in IENF density in HFD-Het mice (0.02
6 0.00) compared with RD-Het (P5 0.0055) and RD-Homo (P
5 0.0014). Using an antibody against the protein gene product
9.5 (PGP 9.5), a pan-neuronal marker used for calculating IENF
density and for diagnosing small-fiber neuropathies,58,98 we
have previously excluded the possibility that the results
reflected abnormal td-Tomato expression or transport in
HFD mice.51 In HFD-Homo mice (0.04 6 0.01), we saw
significantly improved skin innervation compared with the
HFD-Het mice (P5 0.0005), demonstrating that deleting MCU
from Nav1.8-expressing DRG neurons prevented axonal de-
generation in the HFD mouse model of PDN.

Figure 4. Morphological measurements of mitochondria in axons within Remak bundles in hind paw skin demonstrate fragmented mitochondria in mice fed a
HFD. (A) Electron micrographs of Remak bundles from animals fed a RD (left) or HFD (right) at 10 weeks on diet. (B–D) Comparison of area, perimeter, and
interconnectivity of mitochondria betweenmice fed a RD or HFD at 10 weeks. *P, 0.05 and **P, 0.01. Scale bar represents 500 nm. Ax, M indicates axons and
mitochondria, respectively. HFD, high-fat diet; RD, regular diet.
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3.5. Deleting the mitochondrial calcium uniporter from
Nav1.8-expressing dorsal root ganglion neurons restored
normal mitochondrial morphology in diabetic mice

We observed fragmented mitochondrial morphology in DRG
neurons in the HFDmousemodel of PDN (Fig. 3). To investigate if
deleting the MCU would reverse axonal degeneration and
mechanical allodynia by restoring normal mitochondrial morphol-
ogy and dynamics in Nav1.8-expressing DRG neurons, we used
EM to analyze the somas of small-diameter neurons in DRG, that

are primarily nociceptors, taken fromNav1.8-Cre; Ai9; MCUflox/flox

homozygous (Homo) and heterozygous (Het) mice fed either a RD
or HFD for 10 weeks (Fig. 8). We observed a statistically
significant reduction in the area (RD-Het 0.15 6 0.01; HFD-Het
0.086 0.01; P, 0.0001), perimeter (RD-Het 1.446 0.01; HFD-
Het 1.146 0.01;P, 0.0001), and interconnectivity (RD-Het 0.10
6 0.00; HFD-Het 0.07 6 0.00; P , 0.0001) of mitochondria in
DRG neurons of HFD-Het mice compared with RD-Het mice,
thus revealing fragmented mitochondria morphology as part of

Figure 5.Deletion of the MCU from the Nav1.8-expressing DRG neurons does not alter the DRG neuronal subpopulations. Confocal images and quantification of
in situ hybridization of Nav1.8 (red), CGRP (magenta), NF200 (blue), and immunohistochemistry of IB4 (green) from MCU heterozygous (Het) and homozygous
(Homo) mice fed a RD or HFD. Scale bar represents 50mm. DRG, dorsal root ganglion; HFD, high-fat diet; MCU,mitochondrial calcium uniporter; RD, regular diet.

Figure 6. Deletion of the MCU from Nav1.8-expressing DRG neurons prevented mechanical allodynia among neurons in the HFD model at 10 weeks on diet. (A)
Mechanical allodynia measured using the von Frey. (B) Thermal sensitivity measured using the Hargreaves test. **P , 0.01, ***P , 0.001. DRG, dorsal root
ganglion; HFD, high-fat diet; MCU, mitochondrial calcium uniporter.
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the phenotype of this PDN model. No difference in morphology
was noted between RD-Het and RD-Homo mice (area: 0.13 6
0.01; P 5 0.82; perimeter: 1.36 6 0.05; P . 0.99; and
interconnectivity: 0.096 0.00; P5 0.55), indicating that deleting
theMCUdoes not itself altermitochondriamorphology. However,
Homo mice maintained normal mitochondrial morphology even
while on the HFD (area, 0.126 0.01; perimeter, 1.346 0.04; and
interconnectivity, 0.09 6 0.00) (Fig. 8), demonstrating that the
selective deletion within Nav1.8-expressing DRG neurons was
protective against mitochondrial fragmentation in these mice.

4. Discussion

Using theHFDmousemodel of PDN,we found thatmitochondrial
proteins were DE in DRG neurons. Specifically, we found that

mitochondrial proteins involved in fission were elevated in this
model and that the mitochondria in DRG nociceptors of these
mice displayed a fragmented morphology before the onset of
mechanical allodynia and small-fiber degeneration. Blocking
MCU-mediated calcium entry into the mitochondria of Nav1.8-
expressing DRG neurons restored normal mitochondrial mor-
phology and prevented small-fiber degeneration and mechanical
allodynia. These studies suggest a molecular cascade linking
neuropathic pain to axonal degeneration in PDN. In particular,
nociceptor hyperexcitability and the associated increase in
intracellular calcium concentration could lead to excessive
calcium entry into mitochondria mediated by the MCU complex.
This would in turn result in increased calcium-dependent
mitochondrial fission and ultimately contribute to small-fiber
degeneration and neuropathic pain in PDN (Fig. 9).

Figure 7. Deletion of the MCU from Nav1.8-expressing DRG neurons prevented small fiber degeneration in the HFD model. (A) Confocal analysis of Nav1.8-
expressing fibers (labeled with td-tomato) from the skin of RD and HFD mice with heterozygous or homozygous deletions of MCU showing td-tomato (red) and
merged images with the nuclear marker DAPI (gray). White solid line demarcates the epidermal–dermal junction. Scale bars represent 50 mm. (B) Quantification of
the intraepidermal nerve fiber density. **P , 0.01 and ***P , 0.001. DRG, dorsal root ganglion; HFD, high-fat diet; MCU, mitochondrial calcium uniporter; RD,
regular diet.
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Our findings indicate that deleting the MCU from Nav1.8-
expressing DRG neurons prevented PDN by restoring normal
mitochondria morphology and dynamics21 in DRG neurons of
diabetic mice. Defects in mitochondrial morphology and dynamics
can compromise mitochondrial functions and so affect neuronal
survival and function.22,34,69 DRG neurons are especially de-
pendent on efficient mitochondrial dynamics because of their
unique morphology and long axons.20,63,66,91 Our results raise
questions about the specific mechanism through which deleting
MCU from Nav1.8-expressing DRG neurons restores normal
mitochondriamorphology. Fragmentedmitochondrial morphology
is associated with excessive fission,21,92 and there is cross-talk
between the MCU and mitochondrial fission under conditions
associated with intracellular calcium overload.47 In other models of
calcium overload, such as myocardial I/R injury, MCU is
upregulated47,120 and mitochondrial fission is enhanced.120 In I/R

injury, pharmacologically blocking MCU reduced myocardial
infarction by alleviating mitochondria fission.120

We demonstrated that HFD-induced PDN increased calcium
both ex vivo51 and in vivo in Nav1.8-expressing DRG neurons in
response to mechanical stimulation (Fig. 3). These data indicate
that calcium influx through the MCU could underlie axonal
degeneration in PDN. One possible mechanism is that mito-
chondria calcium concentration per se acts as an intrinsic signal
that regulates mitochondrial morphology. Indeed, calcium influx
into mitochondria might affect mitochondrial morphology and
dynamics by regulating Drp1 phosphorylation19,35,48 and, in-
terestingly, inhibiting calcium-dependent mitochondrial fission
alleviates capsaicin-induced axonal degeneration.25 Thus, MCU-
mediated calcium influx into the mitochondria could lead to
excessive mitochondrial fission and fragmentation in DRG
nociceptors in the HFD mouse model of PDN.

Figure 8. Morphological measurements of mitochondria in animals with heterozygous or homozygous deletion of MCU fed either a RD or HFD. (A) Electron
micrographs from small diameter DRG neurons from RD (top) and HFD (bottom) mice with heterozygous (left) or homozygous (right) deletions of MCU. Images
were taken after 10 weeks on diet. (B–D) Comparison of area, perimeter, and interconnectivity of mitochondria between mice fed a RD or HFD at 10 weeks. **P,
0.01 and ****P, 0.0001. Scale bar represents 500 nm, andM indicates mitochondria. DRG, dorsal root ganglion; HFD, high-fat diet; MCU,mitochondrial calcium
uniporter; RD, regular diet.
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Mitochondrial morphology and dynamics are determined by
the balance between fission, fusion, and autophagy,21,92

suggesting potential mechanisms by which selective deletion of
MCU might reverse pathologically fragmented mitochondrial
morphology in diabetic DRG neurons. In cystic fibrosis, for
instance, deleting MCU blocks autophagy and alleviates the
inflammatory response in bronchial cells exposed to pathogen.88

Inflammation is also implicated in the pathogenesis of
PDN.53,85,106 Autophagy is a constitutively active process in
adult DRG neurons and contributes to neuronal survival and
neurite growth and regeneration in vitro.31 Pharmacologically
inhibiting autophagic activity, or inducing defective autophagy in
transgenic mice, exacerbates the allodynia response and
persistence of neuropathic pain.32 Therefore, it is unlikely that
selectively deleting MCU from Nav1.8-expressing DRG neurons
prevents neuropathic pain and axonal degeneration by inhibiting
autophagic activity. Indeed, we observed that it was possible to
resolve mechanical allodynia by restoring mitochondrial mor-
phology and balance between fission and fusion in DRG
nociceptors in the HFD mouse model of PDN.

Our understanding of the structure and function of the MCU
complex has rapidly increased because the pore-forming
molecule9,37 and its regulatory subunits were identified. These
include the essential MCU regulator,93 MCUR1,67 MCUb,86

mitochondrial calcium uptake (MICU) 1, MICU2, and MICU3.81

Usingmultiplexed quantitative proteomic analyses, we found that
DRG neurons in HFD mice had an elevated level of MCUR1, a
positive regulator for MICU. This in turn might accelerate the entry
of calcium into the mitochondria. Deleting MCU could therefore
block excessive calcium entry into nociceptor mitochondria by
impairing the function of specific MCU complex components,
includingMCUR1. In future studies, we plan to test if manipulating
individual MCU complex components in this model of PDN,
pharmacologically or genetically, influences mitochondrial dy-
namics and the development of mechanical allodynia and axonal
degeneration. Indeed, all components of the MCU complex are
pharmacological targets of considerable interest.4,38,55,88,117

Balanced uptake of calcium into mitochondria is a key
regulator of diverse cellular homeostatic processes, from
bioenergetics to cell death.46,68 The data presented here
demonstrate for the first time that MCU, the major responsible
for calcium uptake, has been selectively deleted in DRG sensory
neurons. Previous studies of MCU knockout mice showed
phenotypic variability, including a viable strain with a modest
phenotype in a mixed genetic background,79 lethal or semiviable
phenotype in an inbred background,75 and a tissue-specific
conditional knockout with an important role in cardiac homeo-
stasis.65 One explanation for this variability is that perturbingMCU
can be influenced by additional factors, such as genetic
background and cell-specific vulnerability. In light of these

Figure 9.Schematic representation showing hyperexcitability of neurons and increased intracellular calcium in HFD causing the opening ofMCUchannels leading
to increased calcium-dependent mitochondrial fission and ultimately contributing to small-fiber degeneration and neuropathic pain in PDN. PDN, painful diabetic
neuropathy; HFD, high-fat diet; MCU, mitochondrial calcium uniporter.
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previous results, it was important for us to demonstrate that
selectively deleting MCU from DRG neurons did not alter normal
development and function in mice fed a RD (Figs. 5 and 6a, b).
These results are corroborated by reports of viable and fertile fly
MCU mutants with no gross morphological or behavioral
defects,28,105 as well as studies in mice and worms in which
deletion of MCU orthologs is benign at the organismal level under
“basal” conditions.79,118 These findings have been interpreted as
evidence that the MCU is a major pathway for calcium influx into
the mitochondria when the intracellular concentration of calcium
rises above the mitochondrial set-point.9,37 The MCU has a
relatively low affinity for calcium, so the cytosolic calcium
concentration needs to be approximately 600 nM for significant
transport of calcium into themitochondria to occur.52 This feature
makes the MCU channel a particularly appealing therapeutic
target for a variety of pathological conditions associated with
increased intracellular calcium.9,37 MCU blockers will selectively
block the excessive calcium entry into the mitochondria only in
cell types with calcium overload but will have minimal off-target
effects on other cells with calcium concentration below the
mitochondrial set-point.

Painful symptoms vary among patients with PDN,7 leading to
different sensory phenotypes7,103 with different molecular mech-
anisms.113 Such distinctions have been targeted with a view to
improving clinical trial outcomes and therapeutic effi-
cacy.5,6,104,107,112 In patients with PDN, mechanical allodynia is
commonly observed together with thermal hypoesthesia, partic-
ularly at later stages of the disease.7,17,84,103 Similarly, in the HFD
model, as in other mouse models of PDN,15,102 mice ultimately
develop thermal hypoalgesia but not until 16 weeks after starting
HFD.76 After 10 weeks on HFD, mice display mechanical
allodynia without thermal hypoalgesia71,72,76(Fig. 6B). Given that
sensory phenotypes are heterogeneous and vary with disease
stage,7 therapeutics targeting MCU could be most beneficial in
the subgroup of patients with PDN in the early stages of the
disease displaying mainly mechanical allodynia. Mechanical
allodynia is common in patients with PDN,71,72 although the
relative contribution of its static and dynamic components, which
are important in the clinic, may not be precisely duplicated in
mouse models.103,113

In summary, our studies introduce a novel pathway linking
MCU-mediated increased calcium influx into the mitochondria
of Nav1.8-expressing DRG neurons and mitochondrial dy-
namics to axonal degeneration and mechanical allodynia in
PDN. From a translational perspective, we propose that
selectively targeting calcium entry into nociceptor mitochon-
dria may be a novel, effective, and disease-modifying
approach to therapeutic interventions that not only treat
neuropathic pain more effectively but also reverse the
pathological trigger of neuropathic pain and restore nerve
terminal axonal health. This could ultimately mean more long-
lasting relief for patients suffering from PDN and a trans-
formation in the way small-fiber degeneration is treated,
replacing the largely ineffective approaches that are currently
available. Specifically, we predict that drugs that block calcium
influx into DRG nociceptor mitochondria, such as those
capable of modulating the MCU complex,4,38,55,88,117 will
effectively treat PDN. Moreover, the relationships we reveal
among MCU-mediated increases in calcium influx into
mitochondria, mitochondria dynamics, mitochondria morphol-
ogy, and axonal degeneration are likely to inform studies of
other neurodegenerative diseases involving similar underlying
events, such as amyotrophic lateral sclerosis114 or Parkinson
disease.62
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